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Abstract. The amphibian chytrid fungus, Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis, is one of the
main factors in global amphibian decline. Accurate knowledge of its presence and prevalence in
an area is needed to trigger conservation actions. However, imperfect capture rates determine
the number of individuals caught and tested during field surveys, and contribute to the
uncertainty surrounding estimates of prevalence. Screening programs should be planned with
the objective of minimizing such uncertainty. We show how this can be achieved by using
predictive models that incorporate information about population size and capture rates. Using
as a case study an existing screening program for three populations of the yellow-bellied toad
(Bombina variegata pachypus) in northern Italy, we sought to quantify the effect of seasonal
variation in individual capture rates on the uncertainty surrounding estimates of chytrid
prevalence. We obtained estimates of population size and capture rates from mark–recapture
data, and found wide seasonal variation in the individual recapture rates. We then incorporated
this information in a binomial model to predict the estimates of prevalence that would be
obtained by sampling at different times in the season, assuming no infected individuals were
found. Sampling during the period of maximum capture probability was predicted to decrease
upper 95% credible intervals by a maximum of 36%, compared with least suitable periods, with
greater gains when using uninformative priors. We evaluated model predictions by comparing
them with the results of screening surveys in 2012. The observed results closely matched the
predicted figures for all populations, suggesting that this method can be reliably used to
maximize the sampling size of surveillance programs, thus improving their efficiency.

Key words: Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis; Bayesian statistics; binomial model; Bombina variegata
pachypus; chytridiomycosis; detectability; Jolly-Seber model; Liguria; mark–recapture; monitoring;
predictive models; surveillance.

INTRODUCTION

Chytridiomycosis, a disease caused by the amphibian

fungus Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis, is among the

main drivers of global amphibian decline (Berger et al.

1998, Fisher et al. 2009). Clarifying the role of B.

dendrobatidis in the decline of species can help in

adjusting conservation strategies; in fact, optimal

responses may differ, depending on the relative impor-

tance of B. dendrobatidis and other threats (such as

habitat loss). Chytridiomycosis might not be effectively

mitigated by programs aimed at, for example, habitat

restoration, and specific actions may be required, such as

establishing captive rescue populations (Gagliardo et al.

2008).

Accurate knowledge about the presence of the

pathogen is needed to inform such conservation

protocols. It is therefore necessary to design and

implement surveillance strategies to estimate and update

the local prevalence of the pathogen (the proportion of

individuals that are infected). Surveillance is particularly

important, since outbreaks and infections can occur at

sites where the habitat is not visibly degraded (Berger et

al. 1998). Populations of species believed to be at risk

from chytridiomycosis should therefore be screened for

B. dendrobatidis to ascertain the occurrence and

prevalence of the pathogen, and ultimately to determine

its effect on populations.

Therefore, screening programs need to provide the

best possible information in order to inform manage-

ment decisions. In the case of B. dendrobatidis,

surveillance can be problematic, since its prevalence in

infected populations has been shown to vary significant-

ly in time, possibly reflecting seasonality in environmen-

tal conditions, such as temperature (Kriger and Hero

2007). In addition, for populations of wild animals, the

probability of detecting and capturing individuals is

generally less than one (MacKenzie and Kendall 2002,

Schmidt 2004). Only a limited proportion of any given

population may actually be tested, and infected individ-

uals might be missed, reducing the sample size, leading

to uncertain estimates of prevalence, and complicating

decision making. Any information that can improve the

accuracy of prevalence estimates should be incorporated
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both into the planning phase of surveillance programs,

and into the interpretation of the results.

As testing techniques become cheaper and more

widely available, targeted screening programs could be

carried out at the local scale, for example, by managers

of individual protected areas. For endangered species

with known small local populations, significant infor-

mation can be collected with limited effort, and

surveillance programs for early detection of infection

can be implemented. Budget limitations often impede

this type of planning; however, statistical techniques can

be used to optimize surveillance programs, and to

maximize the accuracy of prevalence estimates for a

given budget and constraints. The usefulness of ac-

counting for imperfect detection in surveillance pro-

grams has been demonstrated for quarantine (Burgman

et al. 2009) and detection of invasive species (Garrard et

al. 2008), and recent studies have highlighted the need

for its consideration in wildlife disease studies (McClin-

tock et al. 2010, Lachish et al. 2012).

In this study, we investigated how explicitly incorpo-

rating estimates of the probability of capturing individ-

uals for testing can be used to maximize sample sizes and

reduce sampling uncertainty when designing a surveil-

lance program for chytrid. We used as a case study an

ongoing screening program for the endangered Apen-

nine yellow-bellied toad, Bombina variegata pachypus, in

northern Italy. We used mark–recapture modeling to

estimate population sizes and individual probabilities of

capture, and a binomial model to estimate chytrid

prevalence from survey results for 2011. Working in a

Bayesian framework, we then combined estimates of

pathogen prevalence and of seasonal variation in the

probability of detection in order to develop a plan for

future surveillance of the species, using different prior

beliefs and single or repeated surveys. We predicted the

estimates of prevalence for the 2012 season and

compared them retrospectively with the actual estimates

from those surveys, to assess the validity of the model in

guiding survey planning.

METHODS

Statistical framework

The accuracy of a screening protocol depends on the

prevalence of the pathogen in the target population (the

probability that any given individual is infected), and on

the proportion of the total population that is sampled.

When n individuals are captured and tested, the number

y of positive results can be expressed as a binomially

distributed random variable

y ; binðp; nÞ ð1Þ

where the probability of success p corresponds to the

prevalence of the pathogen. If p¼ 1, then sampling one

individual is sufficient to detect the pathogen; converse-

ly, if p¼ 1/n, the estimate of prevalence will be uncertain

until all n individuals are sampled. Working in a

Bayesian framework, prevalence can be described by a

beta-distributed prior

p ; betaða; bÞ ð2Þ

and this formulation can be intuitively modelled in

Bayesian statistical software such as WinBUGS (Lunn

et al. 2000) or JAGS (Plummer 2003).
For post hoc analyses of screening results, both y and

n (the sample size) are data points. However, when

planning surveillance programs, it is necessary to
consider the value that the sample size n might take, as

a larger sample will reduce uncertainty when estimating

p. The value of n will be determined by another binomial
process

n ; binðN; cÞ ð3Þ

where N is the size of the screened population and c the
individual probability of capture. If both parameters are

known or can be estimated, they can then be used to

predict the sample size n that can be obtained by using a
given surveillance strategy (for a range of possible values

of y), and to evaluate the expected accuracy of the

resulting estimate of p.
Assuming a binomially distributed number of positive

samples, increasing the probability of capture will

increase the chance of detecting at least one infected
individual, and increase confidence in the resulting

estimate of infection prevalence. While the probability
of infection is usually beyond human control, it is

possible to increase the probability of detection by

selecting the best survey timing and methods, and by
further repeating screening sessions to increase the

cumulative proportion of the population sampled. This

can be calculated as

Ĉtot ¼ 1�
Ys

i¼1

ð1� ĉiÞ ð4Þ

where Ĉtot is the total probability of capture, ĉi is the
estimated probability of capture for screening session i,

and s is the number of repeated surveys.

Study species

Chytridiomycosis is among the hypothesized causes of

the decline of the Apennine yellow-bellied toad Bombina
variegata pachypus, a small amphibian endemic to

peninsular Italy (Guarino et al. 2007). This species is
listed as endangered in the IUCN Red List (as Bombina

pachypus; Andreone 2009), and is protected by the

Habitats Directive of the European Union (92/43/EEC).
Populations in the north and center of the species’ range

have declined in both number and abundance since the
mid-1990s (Barbieri et al. 2004). A recent study has

found evidence of infection by B. dendrobatidis on

specimens across the Italian peninsula (Canestrelli et al.
2013). Other subspecies of Bombina variegata are prone

to infection by B. dendrobatidis (Spitzen-van der Sluijs et

al. 2011, Sztatecsny and Glaser 2011), and mortality
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resulting from chytridiomycosis has been recorded for

B. v. pachypus originating from two populations in the

northeastern Apennines (Stagni et al. 2004). In the

region of Liguria, at the northwestern limit of the

species’ range, 50% of the known populations of B. v.

pachypus have disappeared between 2005 and 2010;

however, the role of chytrid in regional declines has

never been investigated.

A screening program for known populations in the

region was carried out in 2011 and 2012 to clarify the

extent and magnitude of possible infections: during this

program, a total of 86 and 143 individuals were caught

and swabbed at eight populations in the region in 2011

and 2012, respectively (full description of sampling and

diagnostic methods in Canessa et al. 2013a). In 2011,

swabs were collected during a single visit to each site in

late July. In 2012, each site was revisited once in June

(with the exception of population 3) and three times in

late July within a two-week period to minimize

fluctuations in population size. All individual swabs

tested negative for chytrid in both seasons.

Continuous surveillance is needed to ensure that

estimates of prevalence can be reliably used to infer

pathogen outbreaks. However, the activity patterns for

this species are likely to influence the probability of

recapture across the seasonal window for sampling. This

in turn will determine the number of individuals

sampled, and influence the quality of prevalence

estimates. Consequently, detailed planning is needed to

maximize the quality of the inference that can be made,

given the limited resources available, in particular

regarding the timing of surveys. For this study, we

focused on the three largest known populations of B. v.

pachypus in the Liguria region, all located in the

Lavagna river catchment, over an area of approximately

24 km2.

Initial estimates of pathogen prevalence

As the first step of our analysis, we sought to obtain

estimates of prevalence from the 2011 data described in

Canessa et al. (2013a). We implemented the post hoc

binomial model (Eq. 1–2) in JAGS (Plummer 2003),

using an uninformative beta-distributed prior for

prevalence (see Supplement). We ran the model to

obtain 100 000 samples on three separate Markov

chains, after discarding the first 30 000 as a burn-in

and applying a thinning rate of 10. We checked

convergence by visual inspection of individual chains,

and by using the Gelman-Brooks-Rubin convergence

statistic (Brooks and Gelman 1998).

Recapture rates: data collection and analysis

To inform the planning of future surveys, we then

sought to estimate the parameters of interest for the

binomial capture process (Eq. 3); the individual

probability of capture and the size of the screened

populations of our study species. To do so, we collected

mark–recapture data from the three target populations.

During the breeding season (April–September) in 2010

and 2011, the senior author and one of a number of field

assistants visited each site between six and 14 times, with
a minimum interval of one week between visits. During

each survey, individuals were captured by hand,

photographed (to record their unique ventral pattern),
sexed by visual inspection of male nuptial pads, and then

released at the point of capture. To minimize the chance

of spreading pathogens, latex disposable gloves were

worn during capture and handling, and replaced for
each individual. Equipment and boots were also

disinfected between sites (R. Speare et al. unpublished

manuscript), and sites within different catchments were
never sampled during the same day.

We fitted a Jolly-Seber model to the recapture

histories, working in a Bayesian framework (Kéry and

Schaub 2011; see Supplement). Although the species in
the Liguria region is following a marked declining trend,

no clear sign of decline in numbers has been observed in

the three target populations since 2001, with only

normal variability being observed (Canessa et al.
2013b). We therefore assumed a constant survival rate

for our study period, with a semi-informative prior

(uniformly distributed between 0.6 and 1) on the basis of
expert knowledge and published information for this

relatively long-lived species (Barandun et al. 1997,

Hartel et al. 2007). We assumed a constant probability

of entry, reflecting the limited dispersal observed in B.
variegata (Barandun and Reyer 1998, Hartel 2008),

using an informative prior (a uniform distribution

between 0 and 0.05). We excluded juveniles of the year
from the analysis, since individuals of this age class have

not developed a full belly pattern and thus cannot be

reliably marked. Finally, we estimated the daily indi-

vidual probability of recapture as date-specific across
the sampling season. We used a mixed-effect logistic

regression with uninformative priors (Canessa et al.

2012):

logitðpijÞ ¼ }
popðjÞ
þ b 3 cos datei 3

2p
365
� offset

� �
ð5Þ

where pij is the probability of detecting individual j on

date i (calculated as the number of days since 1 January),
offset is an estimated parameter used to locate the peak

of the cosine function, and apop( j ) is a population-

specific random intercept that was used to account for

between-population variability. We augmented the data
with 500 pseudo-individuals randomly allocated be-

tween the three populations. Data augmentation con-

sists of adding a number of pseudo-individuals, with all-
zero capture histories, to the data set, and analyzing a

reparameterized version of the same model: this data-

expansion improves model fitting and estimation of the

total population size (Royle et al. 2007). We ran the
model under the same Markov chain Monte Carlo

settings as the prevalence model described above.

We estimated the total size of each population and

obtained predictions of the probability of capturing
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each individual across the entire breeding season, from

April to September. For all estimated parameters, we

evaluated the entire posterior distribution and summa-

rized 95% credible intervals. We used the estimated

distribution of individual probability of capture for

each date to predict the number of animals that were

predicted to be caught from each population. Using

Eq. 4, we also calculated the predicted cumulative

proportion of the population that would be caught

during the three consecutive surveys that were carried

out in 2012.

Predictions for future surveys and validation

We then used the estimated values for capture

probabilities and population sizes, combining the

models for prevalence and capture (Eq. 1–3; Supple-

ment), to predict the estimate of prevalence that would

be obtained for every day in the 2012 season, in the

event that all individuals swabbed returned negative

results. We ran the model with three different priors for

prevalence: (1) the previously used uninformative prior

(uniform 0, 1), (2) an informative prior with a¼ 3.5 and

b ¼ 31.5, corresponding to a mean expected prevalence

of 0.1 6 0.05 (mean 6 SD), on the basis of expert

judgment and existing information on the prevalence of

chytrid in B. variegata across Europe (Spitzen-van der

Sluijs et al. 2010, Sztatecsny and Glaser 2011, Tünde et

al. 2012, Canestrelli et al. 2013, Vörös et al. 2013), and

(3) an informative prior based on the parameter

distribution for prevalence obtained from analyzing

the 2011 survey results. To account for stochasticity in

the determination of node n, we ran each model 1000

times and calculated average results.

Finally, we assessed the predictions of the model by

comparing them with the observed results of the 2012

screening surveys. We calculated the proportion of the

estimated population caught and compared it with the

predictions of the Jolly-Seber model for those dates. We

then fitted the post hoc binomial model (Eq. 1–2) to the

results of the chytrid swabs to estimate prevalence

within each population under the different priors, and

compared the results with the predictions previously

produced. We assessed the discrepancies between direct

estimates and model predictions to evaluate the accuracy

of our model in informing the planning of future

surveillance programs.

RESULTS

Between 2011 and 2012, we caught a total of 183

individuals with 403 recaptures (population 1, 70

individuals with 201 recaptures; population 2, 67

individuals with 163 recaptures; population 3, 49

individuals with 59 recaptures). The Jolly-Seber model

fitted to the 2011 data showed adequate convergence.

The average size of the populations was estimated at 68

(95% credible intervals; 68–70), 67 (95% CI; 67–69), and

47 (95% CI; 47–49) individuals for populations 1–3,

respectively. Daily survival was estimated at 0.95 (95%

CI; 0.94–0.97). The individual probability of capture

varied across the season, peaking in the first week of July

with a mean maximum value of 0.54, and was lowest on

11 April, corresponding to the earliest date of the study

period, with mean values between 0.18 and 0.22 (Fig. 1).

The credible intervals suggested greater variation in the

second part of the season (Fig. 1).

When we compared the predictions with the propor-

tion of the estimated population captured in 2012, the

first session for populations 1 and 2 (22 June) was

overestimated, with the observed value falling outside

95% credible intervals for populations 1 and 3 (Fig. 1).

FIG. 1. Seasonal variation in recapture rates for Bombina
variegata pachypus in the three populations tested (population 1
at top, population 2 in the middle, population 3 at bottom).
Panels (a–c) show probability of individual recapture during
individual surveys throughout the season (April–September).
Panels (d–f ) show cumulative probability of recapture for three
consecutive sampling dates in July 2012. Solid lines correspond
to model predictions of probability, assumed to equal the
proportion of the estimated population size captured on a given
date. Points correspond to the actual proportion caught.
Dashed lines and error bars correspond to 95% credible
intervals.
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Surveys in late July were closer to the mean predicted

value, with the exception only of the last survey for

population 1, which was closer to the upper 95%
credible interval (Fig. 1). The cumulative proportion

caught in the three successive surveys in late July was

predicted to approach averages of 0.75 and 0.85 for the

second and third survey, respectively. We found very

close correspondence between the predicted and ob-

served values for population 1, whereas there was a

slight overestimation for populations 2 and 3, particu-

larly for the first two surveys: when comparing credible

intervals, predicted and observed values generally

showed satisfactory overlap (Fig. 1).

In 2011, we tested 17, 21, and 13 individuals within

populations 1–3. Using the post hoc model with an

uninformative prior for the 2011 surveys yielded

estimates of p ¼ 0.053 (95% CI; 0.001–0.184), p ¼
0.044 (95% CI; 0.001–0.157), and p ¼ 0.066 (95% CI;

0.002–0.230) for populations 1–3, respectively. Using

the probabilities of capture estimated in the Jolly-Seber

model, if no positive individuals were caught during the

2012 season, we predicted the mean estimates of

prevalence would be most accurate in correspondence

with high capture rates. Overall, the most accurate

estimates of prevalence were obtained by maximizing the

sample size (surveying when detection was highest), and

using prior information regarding prevalence (Fig. 2c).

For population 1, when using an uninformative prior,

the upper 95% credible interval decreased from 0.3 in

early April to 0.11 in early July (Fig. 2a). This seasonal

variation in the uncertainty of estimates decreased when

using an informative prior based on existing knowledge,

with the upper 95% CI decreasing from 0.17 to 0.12

between April and July (Fig. 2b). When the updated

prior was used, upper credible intervals remained under

0.1 throughout the season, with estimates always smaller

than 0.05 (Fig. 2c). Results were largely similar for other

populations.

In 2012, we tested 35, 26, and 17 individuals in the

first survey, and 44, 34, and 20 in the second survey, for

a cumulative total of 48, 40, and 30 unique individuals.

The prevalence estimated from these data was generally

close to the predicted values across all combinations of

priors and populations (Fig. 3). The realized accuracy of

estimates was always at least as narrow as predicted, and

using two consecutive surveys almost always provided

the expected increase in accuracy, with the only

exception of population 2, particularly when using less

informative priors: the maximum gain was achieved in

population 3, where the upper 95% confidence interval

decreased from p ¼ 0.19 to p ¼ 0.12 when adding a

second survey and using an uninformative prior.

DISCUSSION

Adequate timing of screening surveys allowed a

significant reduction in the uncertainty surrounding

estimates of pathogen prevalence. As expected, using a

predictive model incorporating population sizes and

probabilities of capture helped in identifying the

seasonal window for sampling that would maximize

the sampling size, resulting in more accurate estimates.

Model predictions closely matched the observed results

for all populations, suggesting that future screening

programs would benefit from accounting for imperfect

probability of capture. The incorporation of additional

information regarding the expected prevalence of the

pathogen (as informative priors) also reduced uncer-

tainty. This partly compensated for the influence of

sample size, and therefore improved the accuracy of

estimates throughout the season. These results highlight

the need for managers to consider the influence of survey

efficiency when planning screening programs, and the

advantages of using all available and relevant informa-

tion.

Recent studies have recognized the need to consider

uncertainty in wildlife disease monitoring. In particular,

McClintock et al. (2010) highlighted the many different

sources of uncertainty that can affect inference about

wildlife disease, and advocated for a greater incorpora-

FIG. 2. Predictions of the estimated pathogen prevalence
for population 1, assuming no positive individuals were found
during surveys on different dates. Plots correspond to
predictions made using different priors: (a) uninformative (beta
parameters a¼ 1, b¼ 1); (b) informative prior based on existing
knowledge (a ¼ 3.5, b ¼ 31); (c) updated prior obtained from
analysis of 2011 data (a¼1, b¼18). Dashed lines correspond to
95% credible intervals.
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tion of these concepts in future studies. Our study deals

specifically with what McClintock et al. (2010) call

sampling uncertainty, in particular, the temporal com-

ponent of field monitoring, which determines the

number of samples collected, and therefore the ability

to make precise estimates of prevalence. Alternative

model formulations can be used to incorporate examples

where there is sampling bias between infected and

uninfected individuals, and for false positive error rates

(McClintock et al. 2010). Although in this study we

assumed perfect sensitivity and specificity of the test

procedures, this assumption might be violated, particu-

larly depending on infection intensity of individuals: this

different instance of imperfect detection can also be

accounted for in estimation techniques (Miller et al.

2012).

Our modeling framework assumes presence of the

pathogen (e.g., non-zero prevalence). Therefore, it is not

possible to formally infer absence, unless the whole

population has been tested. Alternatively, managers

might choose to declare pathogen- or disease-free

populations when the estimated prevalence falls, with a

given confidence, under a selected threshold (Dufour et

al. 2001). Research in veterinary science has dealt

extensively with the calculation of optimal sample sizes

to estimate such freedom from disease (DiGiacomo and

Koepsell 1986, Martin et al. 1992, Cameron and

Baldock 1998), and the adoption of Bayesian methods

has allowed incorporation of prior beliefs about

prevalence (Johnson et al. 2004). However, although

the chances of B. dendrobatidis-induced population

declines and losses can realistically be considered smaller

when prevalence is low in a population, recent studies

have shown that relatively small environmental changes

can result in a rapid increase of both prevalence and

infection load above the threshold for disease induction,

FIG. 3. Estimates of prevalence for each population, as predicted using recapture rates and population sizes (circles) and as
observed in the 2012 field surveys (squares). Columns from left to right correspond to different priors used (uninformative, based
on existing literature, and updated from the 2011 results). Rows refer to different populations (1, 2, and 3). Within each plot, pairs
of points refer to different surveys (22 July [1], 24 July [2], and cumulative results of the two). Error bars indicate 95% credible
intervals.
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including in species commonly considered resistant

(Daskin and Alford 2012, Alford 2013, Doddington et

al. 2013). On the other hand, the practical difference

between absence and low prevalence can be reduced

when one considers the likelihood of introduction of the

pathogen into open systems. The role of other amphib-

ian species, including introduced ones, as vectors in

inducing pathogen and disease spread in vulnerable

species has been widely demonstrated in Europe and

Italy (Simoncelli et al. 2005, Garner et al. 2006, Spitzen-

van der Sluijs et al. 2011).

In this sense, continuous surveillance programs are

the most desirable management option, and may prove

particularly useful for small, isolated populations where

a disease breakout might determine local or broader

extinctions (De Castro and Bolker 2005). If programs

are managed locally and carried out with continuity, for

example, annually, management objectives may include

both maximizing their efficiency (increasing sample

sizes, and therefore the probability of detecting the

pathogen and the accuracy of prevalence estimates), and

reducing the cost and effort required to achieve the

desired results. In our study, selecting the most suitable

time of the year (early July) for screening of B. v.

pachypus was predicted to reduce the uncertainty

surrounding the estimated prevalence, in case no

positive results were found, by almost 50%.

It should be noted that, in our model, we assumed

that the proportion of the total population that was

sampled equaled the individual probability of capture.

For our study species, this assumption is justified by the

relative tolerance to the pathogen observed in B.

variegata, where populations are known to have

persisted in the presence of chytrid for several years

(Canestrelli et al. 2013), suggesting that infected and

uninfected individuals will not exhibit important differ-

ences in behavior (hence our reference to pathogen

prevalence, rather than disease prevalence). However,

this assumption may be violated for other species, and

lead to different recapture rates: for example, altered

behavior may render infected individuals more likely to

be captured. When such dynamics are expected, it is

possible to account for this bias when estimating either

prevalence or recapture and survival rates, for example

by using a multiple-state-space formulation (Murray et

al. 2009).

The screening sessions themselves can be used to

collect data for estimating population size at relatively

low cost, particularly where individual recognition can

be obtained. Therefore, as screening programs are

carried out, priors (both for capture and prevalence)

can be updated, if considered necessary. For this study,

we underwent considerable sampling effort to collect

mark–recapture data for B. v. pachypus to estimate

population size and probability of capture. However,

these data also provided useful guidance for future

screening of the species. The need to carry out such pilot

studies, then, should be assessed by managers, trading

off the need to collect further information and the

quality of future estimates. Local managers of protected

areas might already have estimates of population sizes,

while capture rates might be estimated more cheaply by

repeated counts (Royle 2004), or by expert knowledge.

In addition to selecting the most suitable time or

conditions for surveys, the cumulative probability of

capture can be increased by carrying out repeated

screening sessions. For B. v. pachypus, carrying out

two visits in short succession narrowed uncertainty

around estimates of prevalence (in the form of credible

intervals) by a maximum of 36% in population 3 when

using uninformative priors. The ability to mark and

recognize individuals would ensure no unnecessary

double samples were carried out, and help to contain

costs. However, programs relying on repeat visits will

need to consider pathogen dynamics at the screened

sites: for example, chytrid prevalence is known to vary

seasonally (Kriger and Hero 2007, Berger et al. 2008).

The infection status of individuals can also vary between

occasions (Berger et al. 2008). Reducing the period

between surveys, as in this study, can limit the

confounding effect of prevalence fluctuations.

The seasonal variation in prevalence can also compli-

cate the design of sampling protocols: these can be

especially obvious when pathogen prevalence and/or

load vary in contrast to the probability of capture. For

example, for B. v. pachypus in Liguria, we found that

individual recapture rates were highest during warm

months (end of June–July). For our example popula-

tions, located in mountain streams at medium elevation

(600 m above sea level), these periods are also likely to

be the most favorable for chytrid, with water temper-

atures approaching ideal conditions (20–258C; Johnson

et al. 2003). However, for low-elevation sites in the

region, water temperatures in July can exceed 308C and

prove unsuitable for the pathogen: in this case, the

optimal periods for probability of capture and pathogen

prevalence would not coincide, determining a trade-off

in surveillance design. Such dynamics could be account-

ed for in our framework by including date-specific priors

for prevalence; optimization might be used to determine

the dates most likely to provide maximum accuracy in

prevalence estimates.

The adoption of a Bayesian approach in our study

facilitated the propagation of parameter uncertainty and

allowed the incorporation of prior belief about param-

eters, particularly regarding pathogen prevalence. Prior

information can regard survey-specific and pathogen-

specific dynamics (such as seasonal variation in preva-

lence). For programs with recurring screening, beliefs

can be updated or remain constant (for example, where

there is a belief in the possibility of invasion). For

example, in our study updating our belief in pathogen

prevalence, using the narrower posterior distribution

from the 2011 screening results decreased the estimated

prevalence for the 2012 results, increased precision, and
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made the quality of inference almost independent of

variable probabilities of capture.

Prompt detection of new infections is likely to be the

most difficult component of chytrid monitoring, given

the uncertainty in detection of both individuals and the

pathogen. We have shown how simple models of survey

efficiency and estimation of prevalence can be integrated

to design programs that maximize the information that

can be obtained from field surveys. Adequate planning

of surveillance programs on the basis of quantitative

information can help allocate resources and ensure that

adequate conservation actions are taken rapidly.
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